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Inquiry:

1. Does the phrase “…to document welder performance.” [D17.1, 4.2.3.3(2)] require
that each “application normally welded” [D17.1, 4.2.3.2] for the purpose of meeting the
Extended Validity requirements has to “meet prescribed standards” as implied by the
Definition of “welder performance qualification”[A3.0]?
2. Can the Engineering Authority specify its “prescribed standards” for the “application
normally welded” in lieu of the “criteria for Class A welds” [D17.1, 4.3.8.1]?
3. Is it required that the “application normally welded” meet the “prescribed standards”
prior to any rework or repair, i.e., at its soonest planned inspection?
4. Does the “auditable record” [D17.1, 4.2.3.2] need to include evidence of
conformance to the “prescribed standards” in addition to the evidence that the
individual “used the process” [D17.1, 4.2.3.2]?
PROPOSED REPLIES (Both possibilities):
A. A reply of “NO” to Question 1 would confirm that “used the process” equates to
what is commonly known as a “Record of Activity”, wherein only welding is done, but
it does not include requirements to inspect the “application normally welded” and
confirm its conformance to the "prescribed standards". (This would then relegate any
replies to Questions 2 through 4 as inconsequential.) To clarify this, 4.2.3.2(2) of D17.1
should delete the phrase “…to document welder performance”. Otherwise the
“individual’s performance required by 4.2.3.2” [4.2.3.3(2)] would contradict “welder
performance” as implied by the Definition of “welder performance qualification” in
A3.0.
B. A reply of “YES” to Question 1 would mean that each “application normally
welded” for the purpose of Extended Validity in a 6-month period would be purposely
equivalent to an initial qualification test, including its inspection and evidence of
conformance to prescribed standards, and invokes the prospect of Disqualification. A
“YES” to Questions 2 through 4 would logically follow. Consequently, this would
require an expanded system for acquiring and maintaining inspection records from
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sources that are not common to qualification test records, e.g., from manufacturing
records of delivered hardware (paper or electronic), with the added outlay of time and
money to do so.
Response:
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